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Analysts agree that the integration of the Western Balkans into the European Union in the next decade will be much more of an uphill battle than East-Central Europe’s “return to Europe” ever was and that plan A (A for accession) for the Western Balkans will not become a political reality for at least another decade. Consequently, the need arises to discuss a plan B (B for Balkans). Plan B is not an alternative in terms of objective or orientation, as the roadmap toward EU integration has been well defined. Plan B is just needed to facilitate plan A by actively capitalising on positive trends in Southeastern Europe and diversifying the EU’s enlargement-driven strategic repertoire rather than by relying on the determinism of European integration.

As conclusions of this three-year Volkswagen project show, Western-type institutions have never de facto ‘failed’ in the Balkans. They were rendered superfluous by unfavourable international environment. If we manage to preserve a reasonably favourable external context, there are no reasons why Europeanisation of the Balkans could not gradually take place. A policy paper with conclusions from the project will be launched on this occasion.